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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Friday, February 17,1967

Lobos to Contillue. Title Chase
By NOOLEY REINHEAROT
The New Mexico Lobos will
renew their pursuit of the Western Athletic Conference basketball title this weekend right where
they left off two weeks ago.
The Lobos meet Arizona in
Tucson tonight and Arizona State
in Tempe tomorrow night in two
WAC games which they must
win to keep hopes alive for a
share of the conference basketball crown.
While New Meico is worrying
with two opponents that it
knocked off with record-setting
performances early this season,
lleague-leading Brigham Young
try to keep its unmarred circuit Tecord intact.
Have 5-Game Streak
The Cougars are unbeaten in
five WAC games, but they have
been scared. BYU barely edged
deff;lnding champ Utah last week
on ·the sacred ground in Provo
where the Cougars have not been
beaten in nearly two years.
The Brighams pulled out a
64-62 win, but they must face the
Redskins in Salt Lake City tonight and then move on to play
New Mexico and Wyoming on the
road.
New Mexico could share the
conference title with all but the

two Arizona teams. For this· to
Then the scramble between
happen to Utah will have to beat Wyoming and Utah would deterBYU tonight, Wyoming will have mine what team, or teams, would
to beat the Cou"\"al'S, and the Lo. join or drop out of the conference
bos will have to win their remain- · elit~. Now BYU is undefeatd (5ing confernce games which in- 0), Utah and Wyoming are 3-2,
cludes BYU.
New Mexico is 2-3, and both AriWould Tie at 7·3 Each
zona schools are 1-4 in WAC play,
This would leave BYU and
Even if New Mexico doesn't end
New Mexico 7-3 for the season- up in a tie for the title all hopes
the worst possible record the Cou- for a post-season toUI·namnt bid
gar squad could have, It would rest on the Lobos' winning all rebe just short of a miracle if maining games, It is important
either Arizona team could beat that UNM finish at least second
BYU at home in the final two in the race and have a more imconference games of the season.
pressive overall mark than either

.will

.
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Our Sixty..Ninth
·,

.SIMON'S RENTS TUXEDOS
COAT a n d TROUSERS $6.50
COMPLETE OUTFIT $10.00

·-".

'

NOW IN 6TH WEEK!

o. 65

By BOB STOREY

· Don Pancho's
ART THEATI'I£ 2108 CENTRAL S.E.

; ,·:

Vista
er
Divides Achor·
During Debate

.

SHATIERIIIG All RECORDS I
247-4 .. UI

U.S. SENATOR WAYNE MORSE (D-Ore.) is shown after his speech in the Concert Hall Friday
night with Rik Hutt, center, last semester's Newman (center) president, and Carrol Cagle of the Albuquerque TRIBUNE. Sen. Morse described his "Alternatives to U.S. war making in Asia" to a full
house of students and city residents. The Newman Center and the Kiker Memorial Lecture program
sponsored his appearance, (LOBO Photo by Pawley.)

In Speech Here

A critical comment by VISTA worker Tom Sinclair about
Mexican-Americans disrupted Saturday's meeting of the Action Committee on Human Rights in the midst of a heated
three-hour debate and apparently split the group into factions.
Members said Sinclair called apparent Mexican resentment of Office of Economic Opportunity programs "personality problems common with Mexicans and something they
must work out on their
own."
organization and that this was
Tony Rey, UNM student the reality. A lot of the ACHOR
people got up and asked Sinclair
and former ACHOR member whom
he was talking for," Rey
said that Sinclair also said said.
that the problem was an at"I said if that is the way it is,
titude "that the Mexican has then why don't you go up into the
toward the dominant soci- Northeast Heights and organize
the white Anglo-Saxons?" and
ety."

walked out of the meeting," Rey
said. "We were just beginning to
reach some basis for agreement
and Sinclair broke up the whole
thing.'
Mexicans Recent ACHOR
Richard J. Griego, ACHOR
faculty advisor who was supervising the meeting ,said that Sinclair had come into the long
American officials in Saigon en- American people are not well-inmeeting while Re}' was explaingincered the removal of ~go Dinh .formed about our foreign policy
ing the Mexican's resentment of
Diem and of Generals Minh and because the government withholds
I
ACHOR work in local communXanh when they failed to follow vital information.'
~
ities. "hTey feel that ACHOR: ;: •
orders.
"There is a rapid trend toward
not
unlike many organizations in
American "Secret Diplomacy"
government by executive secrecy,"
An unidentified woman found that they don't know what they
Morse charged that America
he said. The perpetuation of freepolicy in East Asia is run by dom demands that . th~ ~hree- at the southeast corner of Hod- are doing," Rey had said.
"Sinclair destroyed any agree"secret diplomacy.'' He received branch system remam mvwlate, gin Hall around 4 p.m. Saturday
afternoon died at 10:10 p.m. ment that we had made in the
an ovation from the crowd when he concluded.
Saturday from multiple injuries three hours.'' Griego said. "I
he said, "One of the great needs
-------------received "from an apparent fall don't know just what happened
in U.S. foreign policy is to have
of at least two stories," said cam- but everyone got mad and left.''
the state department turned down
time and time and again."
pus police and Bernalillo CountyResolve Oisagreement
"There is no substitute for the
Indian hospital officials.
Griego sai dthat as the new
full public disclosure of the pub30 Years Old
faculty advisor he had called the
UNM students who need tutorlie's business," he said. "The
The
dead
woman
was
described
meeting
to see if they could reing should contact representatives
by
police
as
around
30
years
of
solve
"a
disagreement in the
of the on-campus tutoring proage,
5
feet,
6
inches
tall,
with
leadership.
Most of the problem
gram through Lynna Joseph or
Latin American
to
be
a philosophical and
brownish-blonde
hair,
and
wearseemed
the student government secreLatin American Desk presents taries. Tutors are available in ing a light blue blouse, green personality difference between
chairman Tom Stuart and Terry
R:Jyes Tijerina Wednesday, Feb. most subjects, 1\Iiss Joseph said. skirt, tan coat, and green shoes.
Campus
police
said
Erineo
Lamm," Griego said.
22, at 12:30 in Room·250 of the
Applications are being taken
Griego said that Lamm was
Union. Mr. Tijerina, the contro- for tutors, who receive grants of Baca, Hodgin Hall custodian,
found
the
woman
and
called
"action-oriented
and seemed to
versial champion of the Spanish money under the work-study proland grants against alleged viola- gram. Applications are available them. Officers Seiler and Walker pre~er a great deal of action
tion, will discuss the "Alianza from Lynna Joseph in the Union said they arrived and found the without too much thought · to
woman lying unconscious.
approach."
Stuart,
ACHOR
Federal de Mercedes." Nomina- Activities Center.
tions for president and one memSuffered Multiple Fractures
chairman, was called "more reber of the board will also be held.
sponsible toward some kind of
A report from BC-1 said the - organization before programs
Wednesday Dance
dead woman suffered multiple were begun. There seemed to be
fractures of the hips and legs and two factions in the group,', Gt'J·
·
Soccer
The Wednesday night dance
on Feb. 22 will be the "Girls
a broken right arm.
ego said.
The UNM Soccer Club will
Night Out." All girls will be
BC-I said an autopsy was per.
d
meet l'n Room· 231B of the Un1"on
formed Sund.av. The results were
Lamm Crihcize
admitted free.
willThe
be
'
M b
· tlte orga n'JZa t'.Jon
at 8 p.m. Tuesclay, February 21.
furnished
by the Music
Phoebees.
not made available.
em ers 1n
Electl'ons w1'!1. be held. One repPolice said the woman was x- had criticized Lamm for his worlc
dance starts at 8 in the Union
f
· ·
b'll.
1
resentative from each team is reBallroom. Dress :s casual.
rayed and fingerprinted in an ator a mmJmum wage I passec
quired to at~t~en~d~-~------------~~======================~--t~e~m~p~t-~to~id_e_n_t_if~y__h_er_··---------------~(~C_o_n_ti_n_u_ed__O_n_P
__
ag~e--7~)____

3-Party Negotiations Needed
For Peace, Says Senator Morse Twenty-Foot Foil
K.,,s woman Here
"I Got Mad"
"I got pretty mad," Rey said.
"Sinclair said ACHOR was a
middle-class white Anglo-Saxon

EFFICIENCY apartments, 1 block west of
UNM, $79.60 tD $85.00 all utilities paid.
Some with improvements, Fumbhed, oftstreet parking. OaU Sam CooPer, 265·
8571, eves. 842-8280, Caird-Norril Realty.

2/6, II, 10.
• LARGE &'Pa"rtment, Z bedroom. new fum.
lablngo, etllcleney klteben. AU utilities In·

eluded. Call Sam Cooper, 265-8571, eves.
842·8280. Calrd-Norria Realty, 2/6, 9, 10.

ROOM&BOARD
ROOM 1: board at College Inn, take over
contraet for spring semester. Discount.
242-6725 or 299-0750. Jody WIUI&ma,
2/15, 16, 17, 20.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER sales 1: oervlees, all l!lake<~,
20 per cent dloeount with thia ad. Fzee
pickup & delivery. E 1: E Typewriter
Service, 2217 Coal SE. Phone 243.0588.
LOST&FOUND
LOST a blue star sapphire otl>ne, approx.
hriatelll one carat oize, from ring. Reward otrered. Alice Steensgoaard, Ad·
ministration Bldg., Room 152. Phone
2713.
2-17,20,22
FOUND: Lazy's Watch in parking lot
between the Law School 1: Hokona
HaU. Mall eall 296-2363 between 2 &
4 p.m.

-·

Ye<lr. of Editorial Freedom ·

'•··

10:15

FOR RENT

2931 Monte VIsta NE 256-2064,
AT THE TRIANGLE

;,

7:00
8:40

PHI Delta Theta fratemjty needs hashet"ll.
Please call 243-0066 or contact Ml"ll. BeUe
Tal/lor at 1705 Mesa VIsta Road, NE.
2/15, 16, 17.

GLflfiC IPDITI, Ill.

:

FORMAL!

HELP WANTED

PACKAGE SKIS
Bindings & Poles
Included $39.95

'"""·
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. _: ~;

277-4102.

BIG SKI
BOOT SALE

........

Vol. 70

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 66¢-4 times, $2.00. Iru~ertiDns
must be submitted by noon Dn dall before
publiOAtion tD Room 159, Student Publications Bulldlngo, or telephone 277-4002 or

All C
ing
REDUCED

.·

. ··_,...

DIAL 247-4347

Asecret handshake won't help you
make V.P. at General Electric.

'

By MELISSA HOWARD
A just and lasting peace in Viet
Nam can be achieved only at a
three-party negotiating table,
Senator Wayne Morse (D.-Ore.)
told an audience of about 1600 at
the UNM Concert Hall Friday
night.
Morse called for negotiations
including the U.S. and its allies
on one side and the Communists
on the other, led by representatives of non-combatant nations
presenting "reasonable, equitable
terms of settlement.''
In Morse's view, the U.S. has
no right to insist upon a bilateral
negotiating table and the enemy
will never agree to discussions under these conditions. In addition,
the U.S. demand that two legitimate Viet Nam governments be
represented is unacceptable to the
enemy.
"Rigid Conditions Probibit Peace"
Morse feels that the rigid conditions for settlement will never
bring peace.in VietNam. "A surrender table is not a pe_llce table,
only a truce table," he said.
The United States has no right
to insist on two governments in
Viet ~am, he continued. South
Viet Nam is a puppet protectorate of the U.S. defense department. State department, and CIA.
llforse reviewed American policj' in East Asia, asserting ti'!,at
"we took up where France left
of!','' and that the last fou1· heads
of the South Vietnamese government have been backed up by U.S.
funds and military power. The

RAMPARTS Head
Something that will help move your
career along at a healthy clip is a
strong, steady hand when responsibility and important duties are
thrust upon you. Plus a firm grip on
your special field of interest,
whether it's marketing, finance or
nuclear physics.
And it won't hurt ll bit if you also

want to strengthen your grip on the
"professors," selected from the
subject that interests you. General
country's top ranks of engineering,
Electric runs one of the world's
marketing and manufacturing
largest "graduate schools," with
experts.
courses in everything from adverIf you Want to work and study
tising to microelectronics. You can
and
ahead in this kind of comstay on top of developments in your . pany,getthis
company wants you.
field by periodically going to school
Come to General Electric, where
at G. E.... and learning from 0-E
the young men arc important men.
'1hlgms /$. Ov,. Mw lmpDI'Mnf Ptwlucl-

.

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

·. ' 1

:

Utah or any other team that
might share that second berth
behind BYU.

WANT ADS

~-

.

·-,.

. 1..... : .

SHE LIKES TO GO

FIRST AND GOLD

_,-,

.....

.

Magazine Editor
Will Speak Here
Edward Keating, editor of
RAMPARTS Magazine, the magazine which first revealed the link
between the Centtal Intelligence
Agency and the National Student
Association, will speak here Friday.
Keating will speak at 3:30p.m.
in the Union aallroom. His talk
will be on "The CIA'~:~ Involvement in the NSA and the Univel'·
sitieo.'' His appearance is spon·
so red by UNM-NSA and the UNM
chaptet• ()f the American Association of Univer(lity :Professor$.

Campus Program
Calls for Tutors

Club

NSA to Hand Over Records to Senate
By TOM GARCIA
Top officials of the National
Student Association said Saturday that the association will hand
over its t•ecords to the Senate
Committee to hold pending an official investigation of the U.S.
Central Intelligence Agencies' in·
volvement with private groups.
NSA president, Eugene Groves,
said that he hoped the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee "will
be able to conduct a full investigation.
At the same time the ~SA conceded "the CIA financed NSA activities at home and used NSA
re}Jresentatives abroad to gather
intelligc:mc:e."
After a tbree-day investigation
concerning the estimated 3 mil·

lion dollar!! the CIA gave to NSA
since 1952, the NSA national advisory board outlined these points:
1.) "The CIA subsidy at one point
reachde 80 per cent of the NSA's
budget and was negotiated direct·
ly with the CIA. 2.) The CIA
passed the secret funds through
a number of foundations and individuals. 3.) "The support was
provided for projects which included administrative grants and
occasional donations -to cover NSA
budgetary deficits incurred by
both the national and international departments of the association." 4.) The CIA used t•eprescntatives of the association "to
gain access to the tt•ust and confidence of individuals active in
the international student move·

men t.'' 5.) "The CIA provide
scholarships for overseas repres:onatives and sec1·et salary supplements for a few NSA officers
and staff workers.'' 6.) The CIA
did occasionally assist in obtaining draft deferments for some
NSA officers and staff prior to
1967. 7.) "CIA grll.Jtts, through
theil• connections with NSA, may
have attempted to influence the
selection of NSA officers."
In recent developments the
American Newspaper Guild re•
portedly was channeled more than
$1 mililon for the union's international activities over the past
several years. Arthur Rosenstock,
president of the AF'L·CIO, and
other top officet•s of the guild said
they have no knowledge that any

of the money came from the CIA.
Several leaders of N SA Friday
night accused "the CIA of laying
an ethical trap for young men of
great integrity with moneY,, draft
de:ferments and the threat of

jait"
On the local front, UNM coot•dinator for NSA, Tom Joule,
expressed that the programs of
the NSA will not be hnrmed by
the revealing of the CIA subsidy.
He said that neither he nor other
UNM NSA officials knew anything of the CIA's involvement in
the organization.
"It is our hope," said Joule
"that the national organization
can be guided away from its political emphasis and be reoriented to
the campus problems of students."

......
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Communication Gap ~xists F~!..!~~!~.~~!~.,
A t U N M Sa YS. ca r Is0 n ~~~~~~s t:~ee~ethnee~e::i~~s ~aW~
'
By LINDA MITCHELL

"You've head that song, 'Communications Breakdown,' " grinned Student Senator Gene Carlson. "I think that is what separate students from student gov.·,(er,E;t:nment •"
The 20-year-old math major
from Iowa said his job centers
around allotting money to various
committees and organizations,
looking into complaints, and generally "doing whatever I can."
"Student Government is exciting," he emphasized. "It's good to
know that you're doing something
and helping somebody else. We're
not like the run-of-the-mill student who comes in the morning
and goes home in the afternoon."
Carlson was a transfer student
from a junior college in his hometown where he was student body
vice-president, and freshman class
president.
Impressed As Sophomore
"I was really impressed when I
came here as a sophomore. I came
in on a Saturday night and it was
raining. People kept telling me
this was the land of sunshine,"
Carlson said.
"I woke up the next morning
with these weird adobe buildings
around me, but you know something," he said, "I'm proud of this
school. We're the only school in
the country that's built this way.''
When Carlson decided to run
for the senate, most people told
him he was crazy. "I was always
impressed with the idea of being ·
a senator. They seemed to be responsible people who knew what
was going on," he haid.
Elec~ed by 289 Votes
Elected 289 votes, Carlson
figures that one out of 50 stu::.- dents voted for him. "I was really
happy with that amout because
some people got in on fewer votes
than that. The most disgusting
thing about the whole campaig'II
was the fact that I had to explain to people what I was running for.'' he said.
Determined to put himself
through school, Carlson works 20
hours a week behind the Union
snackbar and has only accepted
$5 from his parents in his threeyear college career. He received
three scholarships this year and
says simply, "I want to tell people
that I made it through on my

STUDENT SENATOR GENE
CARLSON has received three
~cholarships this year, and he
is helping to put himself
through scho!>l by working 20
hours a week in the Union
Snack Bar. (LOBO Photo by
Pawley.)

said. "UNM accepts almost everybody from New Mexico, but they
should have stricter requirements
to get in and stay in.''
Reputation Depends on School
"When I get out of school and
look for a job, my reputation is
going to depend on the reputation of my school," he explained.
"Some people here would be better off in a trade school where
they could really learn something,
but instead, they come here, graduate, but don't learn anything,
They'll turn into the first janitors
with a BA.''
If this ambitious junior seems
to be shooting for the stars, its
no wonder. He marches with the
NROTC drill team and plans a
career as a Naval officer. Eventual goal •.. to be an astronaut.

needs," Dr. Gordon Meiklejohn,
visiting professor of medicine,
said here last week.
Meiklejohn, chairman of the department of medicine at the University of Colorado, pointed out
that 15 new medical schools are
being developed across the nation,
but they cannot meet the country's
needs.
In discussing new medical
schools, Dr, Meiklejohn noted that
the UNM schools is "off to an excellent start. People in. New Mexico should be aware that the UNM
school has won national recognition."
Dr, Meiklejohn, third annual
visiting professor of medicine, was
on campus last week lecturing,
conducting seminars, and meeting
with faculty and students. He delivered a lecture Wednesday night
to area medical personnel on the
control of vhal respiratory disease.

By Dllited J>ress lnternaHonal
(Gep!)va)-Negotiators in Geneva reported little progress on
a l'J.S.-Soviet agreement limiting
the !OPread of nuclear weapons.
The 17-nation disarmament conference 1•esumes Tuesday after a
six.month recess. It was hoped
the U.S, and Russia would be
able to present final language on
some of the treaty articles. Gene~·al agreement on the substance
of a dt•aft treaty has been reached, but concrete language is
lacking.
-0Israel Charges Jordan With
Attempted Sabotage
, (TEL AVIV, Israel)-Israili
officials charged that Jordanian
saboteurs tried to blow up a
water ·pipeline early Sunday
morning. They also said that a
Syrian soldier was killed and a
Russian rifle taken from him after a clash with Syrian troops
Satm·day night. The incidents
followed the second postponement
of Israell-Syrian talks sponsored
by the U.N.

•

Sh~
RENTS TUXEDOS

COMPLEIE includes Shirt, Cummer·
bund, Suspenders, Handkerchief,.
Studs, Cufflinks, Tie and
Boutonniere.......... , .. , .. 10.00
COAT AND TROUSERS . . . . . . 6.50
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247-4347
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NASA, DOD and AEC; XC-142A, the world's most
successful V/STOL: ADAM U, a future generation V/STOL and many others.
LTV Aerospace programs ... progr;~ms of today
and better tomorrows ... challenge the imagination of engineers and create diversified career
positions. Ask your Placement Office, then see
our representative when he visits your campus.
Or write College Relations Office, P. o~ Box 5907,
Dallas, Texas 75222. An equal opportunity
employer

AERC>SPACE CORPC>RATIC>N

.,
I'.,

Progressing

gaged in "irresponsible physical
Peking Radio Says Trl)ops
attacks" against each other.
Back Mao
(HONG KONG) - Travelers
-0~
reaching Hong Kong tell of sev·
Oppenheimer Funeral Toda:v
eral hundred opponent:> of Party
(PRINCETON, N.J.) -. PriChairman Mao T:;;e-Tung ransacking a food warehouse at Can- vate funeral sl'!rvices will be held
ton, then losing a battle with today for J, Robert OppenheimChinese Army troops only be- er 1 director of the atomic bomb
cause of running out of ammuni- project at Los Alamos Scientific
tion. Peking Radio repeated that Laboratory during World War
the troops stand squarely behind II. Oppenheimer, 62, died SatUl'Mao. Peking Radio also reported day night at Princeton. Because
a serious rift among Maos back- of his association with known
ers in Tsingtao, China's largest Communists, Oppenheime~· was
naval base. A broadcast said the prevented access to U.S. atomic
pro-Mao o~·ganizations that seiz- secrets during the 1950s by the
Energy
Commission
ed powel' last month have en- Atomic

S peck 'l'rial Starts Today
(PEORIA, Illinois)-R.icha:rd
Speck went on trial in Peoria
today. Speck, a 25-year-old tranllient from Texas, is accused of
murdering eight young nurses in
their Chicago dormitory-townhouse last July 14. Circut Judge
Herbert Paschen presides at the
trial, conducted under the tightest security restrictions and news
coverage curbs in Illinois history.
-0New Orleans D.A. Says Kennedy
Assassination Was Plot
(NEW ORLEANS)-New Orleans Dist. Atty. Jim Garrison
alleged a band of conspirators
developed a 'Plan in New Orleans
that culminated in President
Kennedy's Assassination November 22, 1963 in Dallas. Garrison
said he is satisfied he has enough
facts to prove the Warren Commission erred in its conclusion
Lee Harvey Oswald acted alone
in killing Kennedy. Garrison told
newsmen, "arrests will be made,
charges will be filed and convictions will be obtained.''

which in 1963 presented him
with the Fermi Award.

SPORT SHIRTS t PRICE

irruituu~s·

-O-
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Dallas...home
of LTV Aerospace
As one of the nation's social, cultural and educational capitals, Dallas offers its residents a clean,
modern city, temperate climate, abundant housing
and living costs substantially lower than most
cities of comparable size. Dallas is also the home
of LTV Aerospace Corporation, one of the city's
largest industrial citizens and a major participant
in the United States' defense efforts.
Current programs include the Navy and Air Force
A-7 Corsair If, the new low-level, close support
light attack aircraft; SCOUT launch vehicle for

. - ·--··-.".

~lear Ag~ement ~of

SHe LIKES· TO;·
GO FORMAL..'.

FIRST AND GOlD
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Expansion Urged

.

TERRACE AND CENTRAL

WHY IS MR. G'S "'""

DELIVERY
SO FAST?

CABOT CORPORATION
REPRESENTATIVE
WILL BE ON CAMPUS 2-23-67
FOR INTERVIEWS
Electrical
Chemical
Mechanical
Civil
Cabot Corporation is the world's leading producer of carbon
black. Also engaged in the production of crude oil, natural gas,
machinery, specialty chemicals, and plastic piping systems. Excellent benefits, retirement program paid entirely by company.
Value of benefits averages in excess of 30% of base salory. Sales
and net worth have more than doubled over the past ten ye~rs.
Cabot's Western Region is located in Pampa, Texas. Progress1ve
Pampa is about 27,000 in population with goo~ schools, churches,
and strong civic leadership. It has excellent climate and and the
altitude is 3,2341eet above sea level.
Arrange with the placement office for an interview with:
William H. Kelley
Employment Supervisor
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

•

•

Ill~ AIt
World War I Ace Snooping Around for o New Cor
DEAR REB:

I'm 0 former World War I Air Ace~ and when it comes to buying 0 new cor I con really fly off the handle. Frankly, the whole
thing is a dogfight for me. I'm tired of piloting my presen,t cor
and hove got my sights set on a performance model that II let
me strut in style. But its price has got to be solo it won't shoot
me down. I'm banking on you to help me flnd one, Reb.
MAX, THE RED BARON

·Somebody forgot ...

DEAR RED BARON:
Don't be blue, Max! Tri-winging around in a new Dodge
Coronet R/T-Road/Track. The hottest new performa~c~ cor
of the year. Standard equipment includes. a 440-cubJc-mch,
4-barrel Magnum V8. Front bucket seats. Air-scoop hood de~
sign. High-performance Red Streak nylon tires-and ~ore!
Join the Dodge Rebellion in a Coronet R/T-you can do 1t for
peanuts. And as for your present cor: Junker.

own.''
Carlson objects to the requirements for admission to the University and what students must
do to stay in school. "College
~$hould be more than just something to do after high school," he

sw~~~

Age appears to be best in four
things-old wood best to burn,
old wine to drink, old friends to
trust, and old authors to read. Francis Bacon

every litter bit hurts"

Dodge
prevent ibrest

0

·THE MIGHTY MIDGET"
Tfl[ WAIIT AD
Will Do lh~ lab lor Yea

"'
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CHRYSLER
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The '67 Coronet R/T is strictly a driving man's car, with a long
list of standard performance features designed to give you
cat-quick responsiveness on the road or the trask. Your
choice of four-on-the-floor or a three-speed ?utomahc transmis!lion. Heavy-duty brakes. Heavy suspenston underneath.
Dual exhausts. Full-length paint stripes. All standard. And as
an option, you can have a dynamic 426-cubic-inch Hemi V8
under the hood.
.
..
.
Choose your R/T in either a two-door hardtop or convertible
modeL Check one out at your Dodge Dealer's soon.
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Finally the Truth About the Assassination?
THE ASSASSINATION of President John F. Kennedy on
November 22, 1963 and the subsequent investigation by the
Warren Commission has taken a new twist as New Orleans
District Attorney Jim Garrison's personal crusade defies
the validity of the 26-volume Warrent Commission report
by sayings his office has evidence of a conspiracy.
Garrison began his investigation last November after
perusing the Commission's report and discovering several
blatan inconsistencies in the conclusion. "It is an inaccurate
report of what actually happened," he said, "and William
Manchester's book "The Death of a President" only supports
this inaccuracy."
He admits that his office has the names of several people
involved in the planning of the assassination, has confidently
proclaimed that subsequent convictions will be made.
GARRISON'S JURISDICTION in this case evolves from
a Louisiana law making conspiracy of any sort illegal.
Here is one man conducting a one-man crusade trying to
disclaim the multitudinous government-backed 1·eport of the
assassination. This one man may be no more than a
publicity seeker, but he insists that "there were other people besides Lee Harvey Oswald involved and that New Orleans was a factor in the planning of the assassination beyond a shadow of a doubt."
Since that day in November of 1963, the assassination,
the details behind the planning, and the who's and why's
have been a mystery, and they are likely to remain so.
Loopholes in the Warren Commission report will continue
to crop up as witnessed by Mark Lane's recent book "Rush
to Judgement" and other similar publications. And ambiti" ous men like Jim Garrison will periodically crop up with
new evidence disclaiming the official report.
MAKE NO MISTAKE, the LOBO would like to see the
organized confusion resulting from the Warren Commission's report cleared up even if it would be a thorn in the
side of the present administration and an embarrassment to
the Commission members.
The current administration in Washington worries about
a credibility gap between them and the voting public, and
the Warren Commission report is a good example way. It
seems that the members and a majority of the public had a
vague idea of how the assassination evolved, so the commission bulldozed evidence through the hearings that would corroborate this idea and all else to the contrary was excluded
or ignored as evidence.
Many words have been said and much newsprint has been
used on this subject, neither one helping to clear up the mat'ter. District Attorney Garrison of New Orleans is the first
one to confidently come up with definite leads on another
angle in the much confused maze of reports that have emanated from all parts of the country since the assassination.
We sincerely wish him a lot of luck in proving a conspiracy
and bring in about subsequent arrests and convictions.
-Lynne Frindell

Washington Jobs Open To Students

' '¥·-

A recruiting officer will be on
the UNM campus Tuesday, Feb.
21, to interview students interested ill full-time career posi·
tions in Washington, D.C., the
U.S. Office of Education has announced.

Students who expect to receive a bachelor's, master's, or
doctor's degree by July 1967 may
get more information and sign up
for an interview appointment· at
the Placement Office.

STUDE.NTJUDGME.NT
WRONG
Dear Editor :
An article by Tom Garcia on
Wednesday Feb. 15, 1967 quotes
me on INSIGHT. It surprised me
a bit because I do not remembel'
writing a formal letter to the
committee about INSIGHT. I do
remember going over a sample
questionnaire submitted to me
some time ago in which I pointed
out that many students were
asked to make judgments, which
they were hardly competent to
make.
If you are interested in my
views on INSIGHT, hel·e they
are;
1. Some judgments are accurate and well stated. Most of those
in this category are favorable to
the professor and are already
widely known to the University
community.
2. Many judgments are most
unjust to the professor and malice is obvious in some of them.
3. Any system for rating professors requires the participation
of students but to expect a good
result without the collaboration

Shakespearean

Drama Festival
Due Feb. 27-28
A Shakespeare Festival with
four plays will be performed by
the National Shakespeare Company, Feb. 27 and 28 in the UNM
Concert Hall. The UNM Cultural
Program Committee is sponsoring the event.
"Hamlet" will be performed
Monday Feb. 27 at 2 p.m. and
8:15p.m. Tuesday Feb. 28 "Julius
Caesar" will be performed at 2
p,m. and "Much Ado About Nothing" at 8:15 p.m.
Tickets to all performances are
now available to activity card
holders at $1 each. General admission is $2. Tickets are on sale
at the Concert Hall Box Office.
The National Shakespeare Company is America's only cross-country touring company. Last year
the troupe logged more than 30,000 miles in the 35-state tour, giving over 200 performances.

Feb. 23

AEC to Conduct
Interviews Here
Representatives of the Atomic
Energy Commission's college recruitment program will be on campus. Feb. 23 to interview prospective graduates in the fields of
management, engineering and the
physical sciences.
The agency has about 200 openings for men and women with at
least a B average, who will earn
degrees in 1967.
The AEC conducts research and
development programs in such
areas as the atom, nuclear energy,
medical research, and national defense. It also licenses private uses
of atomic energy, and promotes
international cooperation in the
peaceful uses of atomic energy.
Interviews are being scheduled
through the University Placement
Office.

TO THE

EDITOR

of epert and expensive psychological and educational personnel is
fatuous.
Professor of Spanish
Robert M. Duncan
HYSTERIA SEEN IN LE'ITERS
Dear Editor:
I was quite dismayed to see the
two letters in Wed. Lobo by Davis
and Tecklin attacking Mike Kunikis' article on Martin Luther
King. It is one thing to present a
calm, rational rebuttal to an article but quite another to use the
character assassination, blanket
condemnations, and vague generalities that Davis and Tecklin
used.
The unreasoning hysteria present in their letters brings to mind
the lynch mobs of the Old West,
KKK cross burnings and Nazi
book burnings. Tryants have long
made use of mentalities like Davis
and Tecklin have. I will happily
defend their right to say whatever they wish even if they do
want to deny that right to Mike
Kunikis.
DAVID FOREMAN
GROUNDLESS ATrACKS ON
KING ARTICLE
Dear Editor:
In due concern of two diabolical, felonious letters appearing in
the Wed., Feb. 15th LOBO, I feel

it necessary that Paul Davis and
Jerry Tecklin be repudiated for
their vile, groundless attacks on
Kunikis' "King'' article.
Having recently become aware
of the infamous scruples of the
Rev. Martin Luther King and
members of his staff, I am appalled at Davis' and Tecklin's unwillingness to face the facts that
concern their security.
With such people as Hunter
Pitts O'Dell and Bayard Rustin
on King's staff, and his association with such people as Carl and
Anne Braden, James A. Dombrowski, Benjamin J. Davis, Jesse
Gray, and William Epton all of
whom are identified conspirators
against society as a whole, Rev.
King has propagated his crusade.
It is unfortunate, that the humanistic afortiori- the Civil Rights
movement - has to be encumbered by such malignant leadership. Rev. King has either been
a dupe or a comrade of these agitators of civil disorder, in that
in many cases Rev. King has
created more problems than he
has attempted to solve.
I resolve, that Davis and Tecklin apologize to Kunikis and the
Student Body for their condescension in seeking to further deceive us and divert the truth from
us.
CODY C. TURPIN

®l!Jit tli\N 3JI(g)JfP£
Watching the
China Watchers
By AUTHOR HOPPE
San Franeiuo Chnmick

With but a single question on everyone's lips these days, l. was
fortunate enough to obtain an exclusive interview with the distinguished China Watcher, Dr. Homer T. Pettibone, D. Oec. And you can
rest assured that I. put it to him point blank.
No sooner had I caught my breath after climbing the seventeen
flights to the stone turret high above Capistrano Beach from which he
watches than I asked him point blank:
"Which side should we root for in China, Doctor'?"
Dr. Pettibone put down his telescope, removed his heavy bifocals
and rubbed his eyes tiredly.
"Always the same question," he said irritably. "Why don't you ask
me about my work? You think it's easy being a China Watcher?
'Eight hours a day, forty hours a week, peeping through little cracks
in the Bamboo Curtain. A glimpse here, a glimmer there, once in a
while an inkling.. !'
But as a leading China Watcher, surely he must be able to tell a
waiting public which were the good guys and which were the bad
guys in the current power struggle.
"Oh, certainly," he said. "The forces of that dedicated Communist
revolutionary, Mr. Mao Tse-tung, whom we have feared and hated for
years are definitely the bad guys. And, of course, the moderate, practical, get-along-with-the-world forces of President Liu Shao-ehi are
obviously the good guys!'
Well, thank you, doetor, I said, putting on my hat, I will advise a
confused public to root for the good guys.
"Good heavens-" he cried. "That would be most unwise. Should
President Liu and the good guys win they would immediately make
peace with Russia. The crack in the Sino-Soviet bloc would be mended
and they would be able to devote their joint energies to supporting
North Vietnam."
A catastrophe, I agreed. Then we must root for Mr. Mao and the bad
guys as a matter of practical politics.
"Most impractical," he said. "Our only hope in Vietnam hinges on
continued unrest in China. Mr. Mao appears to be winning and once he
wins, the unrest will be over."
Then to keep the power struggle going, it is clearly our duty, I said,
to root for whichever side is losing at the moment. But it would seem
awfully odd to be always rooting for the losers.
"Nonsense," said Dr. Pettibone with dignity. "That's been our State
Department's traditional China Policy for generations.''
I thanked the noted China Watcher for his incisive analysis and
wise advice and in parting I asked if he had any hints for distinguish•
ing the Chinese good guys from the Chinese bad guys in the future.
"Frankly," he said, sqUinting once again through his battered telescope, "from here they all look alike to me.''
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Odd
Bodkins
By Dan 0' Neill
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Symphony Fails
,
f
I n Pe r o r m a n c e, Le o Sa ys

'Albuquerque
By BRIAN LEO

This writer wishes to speak
pointedly about last week's performance of the Albuquerque
Symphony which though obviously deeply meant was unpleasant.
The object of this article is to
discredit to some extent the programming of the symphony, both
in relation to their audience and
to an opposite approach to music.
In what was to have been an

Ness Joins Stoff
Of Texos College
Gary Ness, 24, former Lobo
football and baseball star, has
joined the staff of North Texas
State University at Denton.
Ness will coach the freshman
football as a sophomore in 1961,
followed the retirement of Head
Coach Odus Mitchell, who was
replaced after the 1966 football
season by Rod Rust.
Four Holdovers
Ness will work with the four
holdover members of the staff.
Fred McCain, who coaches the
offensive backfield, Bob Way the
offensive line, Ken Bahnsen the
defensive backfield, and Herb
Ferrill the defensive line.
"Gary will have important inside administrative duties in addition to handling the freshmen,"
said Rust. "I'm happy to be able
to add him to the staff."
Honorable Mention
Ness was an honorable mention all-conference performer in
footbal las a sophomore in 1961,
but his playing chances were
hampered by injuries to both
shoulders.
Rod Rust was an assistant at
UNM during Ness's .playing
days. Gary received both his
bachelor's and master's degrees
here.

energetic evening of specialization, the performance fell down
into a poorly executed advocacy
of dubious music.
It was an evening of words and
music, featuring readings from
~hakespeare and Dante, leading
mto the musical interpretation
by Berlioz, Verdi, and Tchaikovsky, and sung concurrently by
Irene Jordan. It is all clear in
the program, but conceptually it
was stuffy and strident.
Dated Viewpoint
The word "dubious", is used
above as an exaggeration pointing to the distressingly dated
sphere· of Shakespearean interpretation projected by Berlioz,
Verdi, and Tchaikovsky. In a
highlighted atmosphere, because
of the concert presentation, the
irritation of these concepts was
really too much.
This interpretation, at least by
the local group, was unclear programmatically or emotionally,
but only mildly viable in surface
associations.
Two exceptions in a long, long
evening were ·the overture to
"The Tempest," by David Dia-

Show

Is

Tonight

Actor To Depict
George B. Shaw

Bramwell Fletcher, acclaimed
as one of the English-speaking
theater's most distinguished artists, will present a drdamatic portrait of George Bernard Shaw in
a one-man performance at the
UNM Concert Hall at 8:15 p.m.
tonight.
"Bramwell Fletcher does for
Shaw what Hal Holbrook has done
so successfully' for Mark Twain,
that is, to present the author's
words in the character of the
author himself via the art of acting," Concert Hall Director William J. Martin said last week.
Fletcher gained fame in the
Vigilantes Meet
Vigilantes, Sophomore Men's United States with 200 performHonorary, will meet Tuesday in ances as Henry Higgins in "My
room 253 of the Union at 7:15. Fair Lady" in New York. He has
Scheduled business will include the appeared in several English and
finishing of the basketball project American plays and films, in adand the possibility of jackets for dition to television performances.
next year's membership.
Tickets for "The Bernard Shaw
Story" are available at the ConIt is not the oath that makes cert Hall Box Office. General adus believe the man, but the man mission is $2 and student tickets
the oath.
-Aeschylus are free with activity card.
----------------~-------

. ',-

mond, and Gymnopedie No. 1,
by Erik Satie.
Isolated Success
Diamond's piece, which began
the concert, succeeded because
his approach to the discovery of
the widest motif graspable from
Shakespeare's play was the
source for his approach to his
own expression of it. Since "The
Tempest" is reduceable to the
proposition that 'art is art', the
music interpretation of this view
stays firmly above the expository
level. The intelligence of this
acceptance, and this fidelity, are
so much more satisfying for this
writer because they seem more
valid than the other approaches
witnessed.
Performance aside, the exposure of such irrelevant and melodramatic settings of Shakespeare
and Dante was uncomfortable because it was unconvincing.
Performed Satie
Standing hushed within the
program was a small piece so
firm and restrained that it opposed itself to most of the program, and bettered it. This was
Gymnopedie No. 1, by Satie. It
succeeded because the composer's
grasp of the concept, (Kahlil
Gibran's, "The Prophet"), was
an ordered, circumscribing setting, which was the reason that
the radiating energy of the music
was so coherent.
The soloists, Irene Jordan and
Bernard Thomas, pel'formed very
well, as did Maestro Bonney, but
they were laboring to make alive
an interpretive level which is
mflrihund.

AI;~:,"~: :'.%.~.\";:'~~~ ::.~~~
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of the Assemblies of God,
will be held tonight in Room 250
A-B of the Union at 8 p.m.
Chi Alpha, the Greek eqmvalent
of C.A., the initials for Christ's
Ambassadors, is part of a nationa! program with chapters on
many university and college campuses. Chapter activities are
geared to p1·ovide opportunity for
Christian fellowship, wo1·ship,
training, and witnessing.
Information about Chi Alpha
may be obtained from Bob Whitlock, Box 3041 or Mesa Vista
Do1·m, ext. 2368.
You may share the labors of
the great, but you will not share
the spoil.
-Aesop

OF

1
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MEET THE CHALLENGE OF

EG&G
Albuquerque, New Mexico- ILas Vegas,
Nevada --San Ramon, California- Santa
Barbara, California
~

Exciting growth positions fot' Engineers &
Scientists. Unlimited potential, diversified
assignments, superb facilities and services
.in a stimulating professional environment.
Investigate E G & G now! ·
Personal interviews here FEBRUARY 27
'

U.S. CITIZENSfllP REQUIRED. ,
An Equal Opportunity Employer.:

EGI1.GtNC.

Two women phal'macy majors
at UNM .Jill Blackburn and Susan
Made Moore, both of Albuquerque, have been awarded the Pharmacy F1·cshman Schola1•ship for
the 19G7 spring semester.
The girls, both second semester
freshmen, will each receive $50.
The same two coeds were also the
recipients of the scholarship for
the fil'St semester of this year.
Words are the physicians of
a mind diseased.
-Aescnylus

WHY IS MR. G'S

PIZZA
SO GOOD?

SAVE 20% ON CASUAL CLOTHES
See our new sample dresses, slacks, shorts, culottes. Bright
new prints and solid color fabrics. Arnold Palmer Sportswear. The Encore. 1700 San Mateo, N.E.
255-7311

Ju~ CL+ram-WIIml
..a
"#
Varsity Beauty Salon
Ill Harvard SE

242-1337

discount-ask for it
A shirt with an
educated collar
This Arrow oxford shirt meets all
the traditional requirements for
a shirt that excels in style and
comfort for the college man.
Authentically styled with a high
banded soft roll, button down
collar, tapered university fashion
and back pleat.
100% luxurious oxford cotton "Sanforized" labeled- $5.00,
long or short sleeves.

--ARROW.--

CLASS

Pharmacy Majors.
Given Scholarship

UNM Religious Club
Will Meet Tonight

Bold New Breed from

LAS VE:G4S, NE:VAOA

.I
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Engineering Dept.
HoldsOpenHouse

SHOWN AT THE BERNALILLO County Sheriff's Posse Arena
where the Fiesta Rodeo will be held are the new officers !)( the
Rodeo Club. They are (from left): Tom :F_ischer, ~ecretary; Bru.ce
Kel!l1edy, president; Dave Cartwright, VIce-presideut. A; special
meeting of the Club is scheduled for Tuesday at 8 p.m. m Room
231C of the Union.

National Engineering Week at
UNM this year will be observed
with an open house Feb. 24-25 in
the engineering depart~ent~.
A traditional event, 1t Will be
marked by special displays .and
guided tours of the chemJ?al,
civil, electrical and mechamcal
engineering departments.
Many Schools Invited
Invitations l1ave been sent to
schools throughout New Mexico.
Last year found scores of students coming by buses f1·om outlving communities, Dr. Richard
Clough, dean of the College of
Engineering, noted.
.
Visitors are welcome m the engineedng complex from 9 a.m.
until 9 p.m. :Feb. 24 and f1·om 9
a.m. until 3 p.m. Feb. 25.
Lee Is Chairman
Dennis Lee, UNM senior majoring in electrical engi_neeri~g a_nd
president of the Engmeers Jomt
Council, is open house chah·man.
His assisting officers are Eichard
Byhre, vice ·president; Patricia
Trimble, secretary, and Tom McAdams, treasurer.

Bill in US Senate

Student

Tax

Income tax exemptions for parents and students paying for the
cost of college education would
be provided by a bill submitted recently to the U.S. Senate by Sen.
Abraham Ribicoff (D-Cotm.)
Income tax credit is to be provided on the first $1,500 of tuition,
fees, books, and supplies for students :financing their college education or to the parents of a student.
The bill is designed to help
wage earners in the lower and
middle income brackets provide a
college, technical, or vocational
education for their children.
Bill Gives Wealthy No Help
According to Ribicoff, "over
two-thirds of the benefits would
go to families earning less than
$10,00 a year. The wealthy need
no help and the bill gives them
none.''
The Ribicoff bill makes this tax
credit available to relatives of
students and "to those interested
in helping a deserving student."
This provision would allow contributions by university faculties
and technical and vocational
schools.
"My bill,' said Ribicoff, "gives
a tax J-.,.nefit to anyone who pays
the tuition of another, thus en-

Relief Planned

couraging persons to help poor
but deserving boys and l("irls in
their own communities. Colleges
and universities might well prevail upon alumni to "adopt" deserving students in financial distress. This technique has been
used by charities for many years
with great success and would certainly work in this context."
Public And Private Institutions
Involv...d
A person paying $200 for a nontax-paying student would receive
$150 tax credit, one paying $300
would receive $175 tax credit, and

U. Employees Get
Safety Program
A defensive driving program
began today for 28 employees of
UNM's physical plant department
who drive vechicles on campus.
The course is being taught by
Walter B. Lewis, UNM Safety
Co-Ordinator.
By being conscious of the mistakes made on the road and learning how to avoid them, Lewis
feels that the highway death toll
could be cut in half.
52,100 Lose LiVes
"52,000 lose their lives on the
road each year. This is more than
the number of men we have lost
in Viet Nam during the past 5
years," Lewis sadi.
Based on the Driver Improve•
ment Course prescribed by the
National Safety Council, the day
program consists of 2 hour
classes. The course is aimed at
those who already have their licenses rather than at the Iear11er.
Secllnd of Its Kind
The program is the second of
its ldng to be offered on the UNM
Campus. Last summer 26. physical plant employees and Campus
Policemen participated in the
first.
"We would like to see eve:ryone
who drives on campus take this
course," Lewis said.

call attention to the role of the
engineer in society and his fun~
tion in furthering safety, techm·
cal progress and public welfare.

Dr. Clough said that the. week
traditionally is an undertalnng of
the National Society of Pr~fes•
sional Engineers. Its purpose IS to

If you think there's no
action for Mechanical
and. Electrical Engineers
in the great Southwest .•.
you haven't talked to ..•

El rA$® ELECTRIC
,n.. I
:\. ., ., ,,,,. .
Co
.
~v.:-
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You'll never find a, more excitin~ly ;progressive, fast-growmg, opportun1ty-fil~ed
area than the Southwest! A career wtth
El Paso Electric Company offers you a
c h a n c e to g r ow, with new ideas, new
equipment, tremendous company expansion every year!
Arrange wi~ the _placeme}'lt offic~ to talk
with our engmeermg representattves who
will be on campus
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1967

$400 a $200 tax credit. Both public and private institutions. would
be permitted to participate in the
support of needy students.
Ribieoff's tax relief bill has
found strong support this year
and is co-sponsored by some 46
!lenators from both parties. Backed by the CBS television program,
''The National Income Tax Test"
on April 5, 1966, and the .assent
of his colleagues, Ribicoff "shall
continue to fight for it. It is a bill
that the people of America want
and with their help, it is a fight
that will be won!'

at 6:30p.m. and Saturday, March
4 at 12 :30. The sessions will be
h~ld in the Kiva. Applicants
should bring a pencil; all else
will be furnished.
Applications for the test are
still available at the receptionist's
desk in the office of the Dean
of the College of Education.

SELECTED GROUP OF JACKETS,
SPORT COATS-t PRICE

1Jlrruitttu~ s

Beat Wyoming 63~41

Tankmen Post Tenth Victory

Education Screening Planned Next Week
Plans have been announced for
thl! XI Screening Session for
students intersted in a teaching
career. Students wishing to take
education courses at the 300 level
and higher must also complete
the test.
Two sections of the testing session will be held Tuesday, Feb. 28,

NEW MEXlCO LOBO

ENTRAL SE
Guaranteed 30 Minute Delivery

TERRACE AND CENTRAL

247-8777

STUDENTS, ARISE!!
JOIN THE UNM JUGGLER!

By WAYNE CIDlliO
team. UNM won both the 400
The Lobo swimming team won yard medley and the 400 yard
their 10th dual meet o;f the sea- freestyle relays.
son Saturday at the Johnson
Paul Mundorff battled fiercely
Gym pool by soundly beating in the driving competition but
Wyoming 63-41.
was finally defeated by Bruce
Lobo mainstays Bob Milne and Gresley of Wyoming on the final
Rick Wettin turned in top per- dive. Mundorff went out of the
formances in the victory. Milne competition when he failed to exwon the 200 yard free-style in by · ecute a difficult dive on his last
beating Eric Korsvold of Wyo- attempt.
ming, an Olympic swimmer from
Korsvold of Wyoming tied a
Norway. Wettin took the 200 pool record in the 500 yard freeyard butterfly for UNM and rack- style by equaling the mark set
ed up more points for the Lobos by Mike Garibaldi of Utah in
with a second place to teammate 1966.
Carter Shilling in the 50 yard
The only defeats the Lobo tankfreestyle, and a leg on the win- er's have suffered this season
ning 400 yard freestyle relay

h&ve been to Brigham Young and
Utah. The Lobos will end this
dual season Thursday night with
a meet against Denve~· University.

Poverty is the parent of revo~Aristotle
lution and crime.
A man without passion is only
a latent force, only a possibility,
like stone waiting for the blow
from the iron to give forth
sparks. -Henry.Freder•ic Amiel
Every investigation which is
guided by principles of nature
fixes its ultimate aim entirely on
gratifying the stomach.
-Athenae.us

That judges of important causes
should hold office for life is not·
a g!>od thing, for the mind grows
old as well as the body.
-Aristotle

MR. G'S PIZZA
GIVES FREE
COFFEE REFILLS

•

VISTA Worker

Divides ACOHR
(Continued From Page 1)
in the state legislature. They
claimed that he was doing work
on his own while supposedly a
representative
of
A C H 0 R.
"When you went into this you
never contacted us for our opinion," Stuart told Lamm,
"Terry is action-and independence-minded while Tom is trying
to work for coordination and concentration," Rey said. He said
that Lamm was "arrogant in his
attitude."
Lamm Works Independently
Lamm said that it was true
that he was working independently of ACHOR but that other
ACHOR members were with him
and that this arrangement went
along with the loose structure of
the organization. "We more or
less work on our own and get to·
gether to talk about what we
have done and ask each other for
help,' Lamm said.
"That may h~<il-been-true·dur-..: .. -•·
ing last year as a year of exploration," Stuart said,.- "but we
have got to have some Jdnd of
coordination and develop a basic
philosophy before we start any
programs."
"I think lack of structure is
the main problem of the group,"
Griego said. "They must develop
a better structure before stat·ting
their programs. They must also
develop participation by some
Mexican students," Griego said.
"We were just beginning to reach
some kind of agreement until
that VISTA worker spoke up.
Right now I'm just a little l1essimistic," Griego said.
Mayers Says "Credibility
Gap" Is Real
(WASHINGTON) -· About
what has become known as the
Credibility Gap, Bill Moyers,
former White House news secretary-, admits there is orte, It
exists between the Administra•
tion and the public because the
Vietnam war is so complex,
Moyers said on NBC's Meet the
Press. "This is a difficult war to
understand and therefote is an
easy war to misunderstand,'' he
said. Moyers is now publisher o:f
the Long Island newspaper
Newsday.

SMOKEY'S
FRIENDS
DON'T

-''Business is for
the birds!''

PlAY

WITH
MATCHES

Who says so?
Lots of people do. Some right on your Club donated classroom facilities. Another
campus. And for rationale, they point an company sent more instructors.
accusing finger at business and say it lacks
Some 70 trainees enrolled. Their incen"social commitment.''
tive? Self-improvement. Results to date?
Social commitment? We wish theycould New people at better jobs. Happier.
visit our Kearny, N. J. plant, where we
And this is only one of dozens of socialmake cable and apparatus for your Bell minded projects at Western Electric plants
telephone company. But we have time for across the country, where our first job is
other thoughts, other talents.
making communications equipment for the

All the
current events
aren't happening
in VietNam.

Like the situation in nearby Newark.
With civic and business leaders, we be~
gan buzzing with ideas. "Let's teach higher

Arc you up with what's hnppenil1g in Medicine? In Religion?
In Music? In Crime? In Literature? In Social Science? In Lnw?
l<'ind out in our March issue of l1ngcnnt wlwrc we don't pull
punches. We've got Sl timely eyebrow-raising &rtic1es to nose
through. There's a lot of other things to get worked up about be·
sides Vietnam and MtlO Tsc-t\lng.

skills to some of the un~employed and
under-employed. Say, machine. shop practice. They could qualify for jobs that are
going begging- and help themselves as

PAGEAN"T

Bell System.
So, you don't give up ideals when you
graduate. If anything, at a comparty like,
say, Western Electric, you add to them,
And it's rtot just a theory. It's practice.
Satisfyirtg. Come on and find out. And
watch a feathered cliche fly out the window.

well.''

A lively thought•
provoking magazttte.

We lent our tool-and-die shop, eve-

nings. We found volunteer instructors. A
community group screened applicants.
Another supplied hand tools. The Boys ~ MANUFACTURING&SUPPLYUNITOFTHEBEtlSYSTEM •

Iii\ Wester11 Electric

Our Mnrch isstw Is now on s:tle.

remember-the March Juggler is coming
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UNM Cagers Whip ASU 64-50
By WAYNE CIDDIO
The UNM Lobos snapped back
from a demQralizing defeat at the
hands of Arizona Friday to take
a well played victory 64-50 over
the Sun Devils of Arizona State
Saturday night at Tempe.
The game got off to a close
start with the lead changing six
times in the first 11 minutes of
play. Ron Nelson then popped in
a short jumper and the Lobos
wel'e ahead to stay, 18-17. Shortly
thel'eafter, Ben Monroe found the
range, and his twelve points
moved the Lobos ahead 30-19, and
then 36-21 at the half.
In the second half, Mel Daniels,
who had only managed 2 field
goals in the first half, came alive
and hit six of nine attempts to
boost the Lobos lead to 21 points
at one time in the game. Daniels
went on to take team and game
scol'ing honors with a total of 19
points. Monroe was in hot pursuit
with 18 points for the evening.
Daniels and Monroe tied for most
rebounds as they hauled down 10
apiece. The Lobos controlled the
boards easily by a 55-35 spread.
lOng Calls
The Lobos pre-game talk had
an interesting sidelight when
coach Bob King, in Iowa for the
funeral of his wife, called the
team and spoke to them over a
special loud speaker hookup provided by ASU. King urged his
team to give their best effort. The
talk obviously inspired the Lobos
to play one of their better road
games and pick up victory number one for Harv Schmidt, acting
as the Lobo head coach.
Fdday night in Tucson was a
cold one indeed for the Lobos.
Arizona's Wildcats avenged an
earlier 31 point shellacking given
to them by the Lobos in University Arena as they beat UNM
70-64. The Lobos, blew an 11

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65¢-4 times, $2.00. Insertions
mwt be submitted by noon on day be(ore
publication to Room 159, Student Publica•
tions Building, or telephone 277•4002 or
277·4102.

FOR SAt,E

BLACK MGB '66 for sale. Red fibemlaso
top, -radio~ wire whcel<J. Must self. Phone
265-7021. 2/20, 22, 2:i, 24.

FORREN'I'
EFFICIENCY ai!arllnents, 1 block west or
UNM, $79.5U to $85.00 all utilities paid,

point lead in the first half and
then went on to absorb their
fom·th conference defeat that all
but killed the Lobos chances for
the WAC title.
Lobos Lead at Half
UNM held a slim 30-28 advantage at half-time, but the Wildcats devastating press and excellent rebounding proved too
much for the Lobos to handle,
Daniels had a brilliant night as
he pumped in 26 points and pulled
down 14 rebounds but he got little
help on the boards. Monroe had
16 points for the evening but he
had to sit out much of the first
half after picking up his third
foul.

The Lobos played like they
might pull it out of the fire when
Daniels scored two points to move
the Lobos within 3 points, 63-60.
'l'wo free throws by Arizona
upped the margin to five points
again, but Don Hoover hit a jump
shot to make it 65-62. A1·izona put
in anothe1• :h·ee throw to make it
06-62 but Daniels tipped in a
missed Lobo free throw to cut the
margin to two points.
.
The Lobos got the ball back
with 1:07 1·emaining when Arizona failed on the fi1•st of a oneand-one foul situation, called a
time out with 57 seconds remaining and t1·ied to stall for the tyin gshot. Hoover missed the fimil

MR. G's
IS THE WORD

Lobo shot and then Arizona proceeded to run up the score on free
throws.

By CHUCK REYNOJ.DS
course guide but that he admits
ASUNM President Dan Penni- that "it appears that. in some
son has issued an open Jetter to cases valid analyses were not
UNM faculty members and stu- completely achieved."
dents "acknowledging the merits
The student- government-spanand faults" of the 1·ecent course sored publication has aroused
evaluation publication, INSIGHT. wide controversy since i.ts Nleasc
The let~er is on page 4.
during regi~ation this semester.
Denmson emphasized that,Jw is· ··" . .
APJlroV.e, Disapprove
not apologizing for the td\\J ~Wlt·t;:; · udents and faculty have ex·
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ROOM&BOARD
ROOM & board at C<lllege Inn, tnke over
contral:!t !or spring semester. Discount,.
242·6725 or 209·0750, J'ody Williams,
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Under New Ownership
24 Hr. Service when Requested
Shirts Finished
To Please You

ton won the high bar, and Mike
McConnell captured the parallel
bars competition.
The Lobos next meet will be
against Brigham Young University on Thursday, Feb. 24,

e

All Types of
Dry Cleaning

111 Harvard SE

By BOB S'fOREY
The chairman and the faculty advisor of the Action Committee on Human Rights resigned yesterday, adding more
confusion to a controversy within the Ol'ganization.
In two letters to the LOBO Tom Stuart announced his
resignation as chairman of ACOHR and 1·enounced his membership in ACOHR. Stuart
STUDENTS USE THE NEW Alert Center in the Union prior to its formal opening next Monday. The
also leveled charges that
center, accessible through the music listening room on the main floor, has an extensive map collection,
a teletype, and a variety of magazines. Expansion for the center is already planned. (LOBO photo by
"members have operated witPawley.)
tingly and willingly in violation of the ACOHR constitution."
Stuart also charged that
"ACOHR funds allcoated by '"
By JUDY ROGERS
A telclccture system which could news personalities for dialogues
The student government Alert
student government have
The UNl'tf Regents have reCenter will :ooon b;; "as compre- J)Ohmtially l;le' p1ugged ·into tn~ between them and the student au·
been spent in violation of the

Alert Center Opens Monday For Dorm Village
hensive and as immediately available as anything in the state,"
Tim Hunter, the center's co-ordinator, told the LOBO yesterday.
The official opening of the center
is scheduled for Monday.
The "Alert Action Committee"
in cnarge of the center bas issued
a statement of purpose, including
the three following principal
points: 1) "To promote an attitude of public awareness among
the Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico and
the campus community about important events."
Talk Fostered
2) "To foster an atmosphere
of reasoned discussion about the
immediate events of the day."
3) "To initiate programs which
shall have as an objective the
further extension of knowledge
among students about the topic
matter dealt with."

2/15, 16, 17, 20.

SERVICES

Died in Fall
I
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Think aga,in.

mj\1 needs electronically oriented, personable
individuals tO bccom<: Cus~tlmcr Engineers.
! To install data processing systems for cus,; ~ '
•''

. , ,' i ~ Whatever your Immediate commitments,

tOihcrs' in many liclds~cducation, science,
government, industry and business. And to
keep these systems functioning at peak effectiveness and cllicicrtcy.
That's a challenging Job. It requires an inquiring mind-and continui11g education. In fact,
over a month of each working year is spent in
IBM classes, bringing you up-to-date with the
latcsr technological advances. No chance of
boredom in a fast-moving industry like that!

' ; Jf, for some reason,. you arc:n't able to Clrronge an Interview, drop us
' Engineering, II!M C<>rporation;2500 CentrQI SE, Albuquerque l'l.M.

. I ..

'

f

(

:;

;

Suicide Indicated
In Woman s Death
1

City -police said last night they
believe suicide to be the means
of death of a 32-year-old woman
who died after apparently falling from the second fioo1• of Hodgin Hall last Saturday.
Police have tentatively identi·
fled the woman as Alicia Mills,
of Panorama City, Calif., registered at a motel near campus.
She had no connection with the
university, but police said she
was believed to have applied J'ol'
a job on campus priot• to her
death.
Police said that Alfred Petri·
ello, of Panorama City, Calif., believed to be the dead woman's
brother, was on his way to Albuquerque to identify the body.

.

Fiesta

· : · 'sign up now for an on-campus interview with IBM, February 24

Continuous Action
Alettrless Capsules

He added that "a much more
stl'ingent research design needs
to Jw developed and employed
throughout," if the publication is
to continue.
Second Priutin!!,'
This year's INSIGHT is only
the serond printing of a course
(•valuation guide. This year is the
first student -government- sponsored edition. The cOUl'Se evaluation committe(' consisted of a
c h a i r m a n appointed by the
ASUNJ\1 President and a committee appointed by the chairman.
Chairman of the committee responsible for the recent INSIGJ::!:r,
was g1·aduate student Grey Sweeney, who left UNM this semester
to do graduate work at the University of Indiana.

UN~4 Reiects Bid

,,

tronics jobs arc confini11g.' They'd rather get
about-to meet people in diltcrent fields, to sec
new places, If you're one of ~hem, here's an unusual opportunity to do just that. And you'd
be playing a part in TH£ major growtlt industry: information hi!ndling and control.

ment, and Gonzalez of the Anthropology departnwnt. ' ' An d
many others have communicated
with me l~hotlt the evaluations in
INSIGHT," Dennison said.
Dennis<m Takes Bhtme
Dennison added that "I :feel
that as the re]n·est•ntativt' of sttident government the ultimate l'Csnonsihility for the errors lies
with me," He said, "I am trying
to make it clear that there was
no conspb·acy, and hopefully the
misunderstandings will be partially smoothed out by a clarification of our intent." Dennison
s~lid, "I would like to emphasiz~
that any inaccuracies were of execution and not of intent."
The decisfon to continue the
evaluation guide has not been
made definite yet, Dennison said.

,;,.

"If your clothes are becoming to you, they should
be coming to us."

Thi nk a II e Iec t ron i cs
iobs are a bore?

'
I,,
Some engineering gradu~tts think most elec-

INSIGHF·

.ACOHR Advisor,
Chairman Resign;
Add to Confusion

! -.

You are not permitted to kill
a woman who bas injured you,
but nothing forbids you to reflect that she is growing older
every minute. You are avenged
1440 times a day.
-Ambrose Bierce

When you can't afford to be drowsy,
inattentive, or anything less than all
there . •• here's how to stay on top.
VERV Continuous Action Alertness
Capsules deliver the awakeness of
two cups of coffee, stretched out
up to six hours. Safe
and non-habit-forming.

;

'

111 LAUNDRY &DRY
CLEANING SERVICE

UNM Gymnasts Stay
Undefeated, Win Two

When You ~ Keep Alert

;1;1·"

,. ·.-\ . :- . .\&'--,_,_:: ,~~>-.:, ;_,·_ <~_ {:·:~:~ ___ IJ~

Why Not
Brin~ It To

Your Laundry?

.

.. - - - - - - - - - - - - -

.-.<>t"S'~

Sotne with improvement3. Furnished, off•

street parkitlg, Call Sam Cooper, 265·
8511, eves. 842-8280. Caird-Norri• Realty,
2/6, 9, 10.
LARGE apartment, 2 bedroom. new furtv
isbinJls, efficiency kitchen. All tltUities inclUded. Call Sam Cooper, 2135-8571, eves,
842·8280. Caird•Norris Realty, 2/6, il, 1&,

pressed both approval and disapproval of INSIGHT, but criticisms of specific profGssors have
raised the pdncipal controversy,
inoluding one c;valuation reporting a "unanimously negative responsc" to one professor,
The discussions have centered
around the evaluations of Professors Jacobs of the English depal't-

TERRACE AND CENTRAL

Too Busy for

By WAYNE CIDDIO
The UNM gymnastics team
continued its unbeaten ways and
raised its season mark to 9-0
this weekend with victories over
Arizona State University and
Texas.
The Lobos edged ASU 180.05 to
178.80 in a match that was undecided until the final event of
the day. UNM captured four out
of seven events. Tom Galioto and
Blaise Blasko took first and second respectively in the side horse
competition, Bob Clayton and
Norm Tupper took first and second on the high bar, and Blasko
and Bob Smith won first and
second on the long horse. The
Lobo's ability to pick up several
seconds and thirds provided the
margin of victory.
In the 180.30 to 145.15 win over
Texas, the Lobos had little trouble dominating all of the events.
Texas was only able to place one
man in the top three in any competition. Mike Sandry highlighted
the meet with victories in the still
rings, long horse, and trampoline.
Blasko won the free exercise,
Galioto won the side horsll, Clay-

Letter Sees Merits, Faults

PIZZA

•

e1

line. Write to 1 W.Onager Field

Fiesta eommittees have po·
sitions open to any interested
studel'lts. If you wish to appl}",
see Mark Epstein, Jerry Roehl,
or Lynna Joseph in tlte student government offices.

entire Union is one of the planned
expansions of the center, Hunter
said. lt is feasible that attempts
could be made to contract directly

UNM Poet

Frumkin to Open
Spring Program
Gene Frumkin, assistant professor of English at UNM, will
open the spring semester Pro·
gramme of Poets with a reading
from his works on Friday at 8
p.m. in the Kiva.
Frumkin was an instructor of
advanced poetry at the University of California's Los Angeles
Extension Division before com·
ing to UNM this fall. His poetry
has been published in more than
30 magazines. A broadsheet of
his works, intitled "Word" is
available in the UNM bookstore
for 10 cents. Frumkin has also
written two books on poetry, "The
Hawk and the Lizard" and "The
01·ange Tree."
Frumldn is the first of four
poets who will appear at UNM
this semester, Allen Ginsberg is
expected later in the term. The
Pt·ogt•amme of Poets is sponsoted
by the English department,
THUNDERBIRD magazine, and
UNM student government. All
p1•ogmms are open to the public.
without charge.

dience, he added.
Comments Used
A broad program is being constructed which would make use
of speakers to comment immediately on news events. Hunter said
that seve1•al persons are at ~vo1•k
on this problem, He added that
ovet' a hundred people have volunteered to provide security for
the 160 magazines which have already begun to arrive at the centet•. Presently the center needs
volunteel' workers to man the facilities. Applications fot• workers
can be obtained in the Activities
Center of the Union.

Speaker
Edward Keating, editor of
RAMP ARTS magazine, and
outspoken critic of th~ Johnson administ1·ation's policy in
Viet Nam will deliver two
speeches at UNM this week.
On Thursday, Feb. 23, Keating will speak on ''The Wat' in
Viet Nam and the Movement
to End It" at 8 p.m. in the
!{iva. He is sponsored by SDS
and Citizens Acting for Peace.
Friday, Feb. 24, Keating
will speak on "The Federal
Government and the University" at 3:30 in the Union Thca tcr. He will bc sponsored by
the American Association of
University Professors and the
National Student Association.

jected the lowest bid submitted
for the construction of the first
phase of a proposed dormitory
village on the grounds that it
exceeded the budget at an esti·
mate of $2 million.
"The plans will be redrawn and
specifications altered to fit the
budget which has been set at
$3.5 million for the two•phase
project," said E. J. Smith, director of housing.
The first phase, which is up fo1·
bid, consists of one village which
will house 300 students. It is to
be erected behind Santa Clara
Dorm with the completion date
estimated for the end of December, 1967.
Second Village Planned
The second phase is another
village which will also house 300
students, and a commons which
will seperate the two villages.
The second village is to be built
behind Santa Ana Dorm, and is
slated for completion by the fall
of 1968.
"The new villages are to consist of three story buildings in
pueblo style. They will be built
in the tt·aditional plaster and
steel, instead of the proposed
concrete, to cut building costs,"
Smith said.
The villages are to have eo·ed
facilities for t·ecreation, study,
and eating. Students presently
eating and living in Mesa Vista
will be moved to thll new vil·
!ages. Mesa Vista will be converted for use as faculty offices.
(Continued On Page 6)

regulations and policy of the organization in an indiscriminate
manner for needless or ill·ad-·, '
vised purposes.''
Investigation Asked
He called for student government to hold up funds for the
g1·oup and conduct an investigation of ACOHR activities.
Stuart's resignation followed a
three-hour meeting Saturday involving a debate between two
factions in the group. Stuart had
chat·ged ACOHR member Terry
Lamm with involving himself as
an ACOHR representative in progl·ams not approve!l by the
ACOHR membership.
In rl!action to Stuart's statements Lanm1 said, "we ignore the
things Tom Stuart said as being
totally untrue. The point is that
every project of the group had
been supported and agreed upon
by the democratic consensus b'i.. ..
the group."
Revenge Called
Lamm called Stuart's reaction
"a pe1·sonal 1·evenge and attack
because of frustration when the
democratic consensus of the group
was against him."
Lamm said that he and some
of the members planned to ask
Stuart for his resignation and
that last night they asked for and
got the l'eSignation of the faculty
advism· Richard G1•iego. Appal'ently Gdego had supported Stuart
in his stand taken at Saturday's '
meeting.
"The chairman's position is not
(Continued On Page 8)

Bill Would Give Regents More Power'
By TOM GARCIA
A bill which would establish a
state board of regents to assume
control now exercised by the seven standing boards has been introduced into the State House of
Representatives by Representlltive Thomas Hoover, R-Bernali·
llo.
lf approved, the bill would provide for an eleven-member board
to assume absolute control and
management of New,, Mexico's
seven institutions of higher learn•
ing: UNM, New Mexico State,

New Mexico Highlands, Western
and Eastern New Mexico, New
Mexico Tech at Socorro and New
Mexico Militat·y Institute.
Uegcnts Would Control
The bill if passed would place
control of the colleges and univer·
sities in the hands of the regents
rather than the legislatute.
Rep. Hoover, said that he felt
that this was a step we need to
take.'' He said that the reason the
bill was introduced was because,
"we'i'e always faced with the
p1·oblem in financing higher edu-

cation of duplication between
some of the schools.''
"The only way to provide as
l1lUCh education as possible without duplication,' 1 said Hoover,
"is to have one single control,
rathet· than lt!tting the schools go
their own way.''
He said that the bill will have
to be passed by both houses before it can be put before the voters. No discussion hils taken place
as yet,and Hoover said that "he
is sure thet·e will be those who
want to keep the universities in-

dependent.''
One member of the regents,
Lawrence H. Wilkinson, said that
he did not particularly favor the
resolution. He said that it was a
big enough job fol: the regents
just dealing with the problems of
one institution.
Wilkinson added that it is a
difficult job to gain 11n understanding of any ohe university,
and it makes it possible for the
regents to have more und,erstand·
ing of an institution if they h11ve
only one to deal with. ·

